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Calculation of necessary gutters and pipes for your house
        

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
  

Assembly-suggestions for plastic rain gutter systems
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Assembly Instructions -   

Attach the support brackets, while descending 3 mm in the direction of the drain-
pipes.



Determine and measure the line / 
direction.


Place the necessary support brackets 
with a distance of + 33cm.
 

Measure the length of the gutter to the 
�limit position�. 
    

�limit position�

Saw the gutters with a hacksaw to the 
necessary length.




Place the gutters on the support
brackets.

Before final installation, connect the gut-
ter to the angle.




Then click the gutter in the support 
brackets.
   

Install the connectors and the outlets 
while descending 3mm.
   

    



Place the support brackets on the next 
wall following the same instructions.




Place the necessary support brackets 
with a distance of + 33cm.
  

Click the gutter into the connector and 
outlet.




Glue the stopend to the gutter, use PVC glue. Put the stabilizers on the gutters.





Put the gutter screen on the gutter.



Install the fixo in the direction of the 
drainpipes.




Attach the pipe to the outlet.



Close the fixo�s.

   




